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a B s t r a c t s

us versus them

mass attitudes toward offshore outsourcing

By edWard d. Mansfield and diana c. Mutz
economists have argued that outsourcing is another form of international trade. However, 

based on a representative national survey of americans conducted in 2007 and 2009, the dis-
tribution of preferences on these two issues appears to be quite different. this article examines 
the origins of attitudes toward outsourcing, focusing on the extent to which it reflects (1) the 
economic vulnerabilities of individuals; (2) the information they receive about outsourcing, in-
cluding their subjective understanding of what constitutes outsourcing; and (3) noneconomic 
attitudes toward foreign people and foreign countries. the findings emphasize the importance 
of variations in understandings of the term, as well as the highly symbolic nature of attitudes 
toward this issue. individuals who believe the us should distance itself from international af-
fairs more generally, who are nationalistic, or who feel that members of other ethnic and racial 
groups within the us are less praiseworthy than their own group tend to have particularly hostile 
reactions to outsourcing. the informational cues people receive are also important influences on 
their understanding of and attitudes toward outsourcing. experimental results further empha-
size the symbolic nature of attitudes toward outsourcing. taken together, the results strongly 
suggest that attitudes are shaped less by the economic consequences of outsourcing than by a 
sense of “us” versus “them.”

permissive constitutions, democracy, and religious freedom in india,  
indonesia, israel, and turKey

By Hanna lerner
the article addresses the question of what role formal constitutions play in mitigating in-

tense conflicts over the religious character of the state. in contrast to common views in constitu-
tional and political scholarship, it demonstrates that the ideal of liberal constitutionalism is not 
compatible with the political reality and types of conflicts that characterize religiously divided 
societies. analyzing four processes of constitution drafting in which issues of religious law and 
religious identity were at the heart of the debate—india, indonesia, israel, and turkey—it ar-
gues that under deep disagreement over the state’s religious character, the drafters adopt either 
a permissive or a restrictive constitutional approach. While the former implies strategies of con-
stitutional ambiguity, ambivalence, and avoidance in order to allow the political system greater 
flexibility in future decision making on religion-state relations, the latter approach uses repres-
sive constitutional constraints designed to limit the range of possibilities available to future de-
cision makers. the article further explores the long-term consequences of the two approaches 
and argues that (1) permissive constitutional arrangements, more than restrictive arrangements, 
are likely to promote the democratic functioning of future governments; and that (2) permissive 
constitutional arrangements may facilitate greater freedom of religion, but they are also likely 
to lead to greater restrictions on freedom from religion, compared with restrictive constitutions.

domestic revolutionary leaders and international conflict

By Jeff d. colgan
there is a strong scholarly consensus that domestic revolutions create conditions ripe for 

international conflict. traditionally scholars have treated revolutions as events, after which there 
is a period of time during which international conflict is more likely. Yet some states experience 
significant international conflict only during and in the immediate aftermath of a revolution, 
whereas other states continue to engage in conflict for many years and even decades afterward. 
this article seeks to explain the persistence of conflict for some but not all revolutionary states 
by differentiating the concept of revolutionary leaders from that of revolutions as events, both 
theoretically and empirically. the author shows that existing theories linking revolution to in-
ternational conflict underemphasize an important mechanism through which revolution leads to 
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conflict: by selecting conflict-prone leaders through the dynamics of revolutionary politics. He 
argues that revolutionary politics allow leaders with certain characteristics, including high risk 
tolerance and strong political ambition to alter the status quo, to obtain executive office because 
individuals without these characteristics generally do not succeed in leading revolutions. Having 
obtained power, revolutionary leaders have aggressive preferences that make their states more 
likely than nonrevolutionary states to instigate international conflict.

banKs and the false dichotomy in the comparative political  
economy of finance

By iain Hardie, daVid HoWartH, sYlVia Maxfield, and aMY Verdun
the wide-ranging varieties of capitalism literature rests on a particular conception of banks 

and banking that, the authors argue, no longer reflects the reality of modern financial systems. 
they take advantage of the greater information regarding bank activities revealed by the finan-
cial crisis to consider the reality, across eight of the world’s largest developed economies, of the 
financial power of banks to act as bulwarks against market forces. this article offers a market-
based banking framework that transcends the bank-based/capital market–based dichotomy that 
dominates comparative political economy’s consideration of financial systems and argues that 
future cpe research should focus on the activities of banks. By demonstrating how market-based 
banking increases market influences on the supply of credit, the authors highlight an underap-
preciated source of financial market pressure on nonfinancial companies (nfcs) that can have a 
potential impact across the range of issues that the varieties of capitalism (Voc) literature has 
seen as differentiating national systems. this approach has implications in areas such as labor, 
welfare, innovation, and flexibility.

democratic careening

By dan slater
democracy in the developing world is generally outliving expectations, but not outperform-

ing them. democratic collapse has happily been a far rarer event thus far in the twenty-first 
century than it was in the twentieth. Yet it does not exactly ring true to say that most developing 
country democracies are consolidating. this review essay ventures the claim that political sci-
entists need to transcend their rightful concerns with how and why young democracies collapse 
or consolidate, and devote more attention to theorizing how and why they careen. it defines 
democratic careening as political instability sparked by intense conflict between partisan actors 
deploying competing visions of democratic accountability. careening occurs when actors who 
argue that democracy requires substantial inclusivity of the entire populace (vertical accountabil-
ity) clash with rivals who defend democracy for its constraints against excessive concentrations 
of unaccountable power, particularly in the political executive (horizontal accountability). these 
arguments are elaborated through reviews of leading theoretical works on democratic break-
down as well as detailed case studies of thailand and taiwan.
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